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Abstract. Periodical perturbations along an optical fiber can cause
power coupling between the core and cladding modes for the applica-
tions of spectral filtering and derivative operations. Such perturbations
can be generated through periodical loading on fiber. By applying load-
ing onto a fiber with two face-to-face, identical groove structures, it was
found that the long-period grating effects were dependent on the relative
phase of the two periodical corrugations. Particularly, when the relative
phase was zero (crest to crest), spectral filtering effects disappeared
completely. The comparisons of such results between the cases of jack-
eted and unjacketed fibers led to the conclusion that geometric deforma-
tion, instead of direct pressure-induced effects, was the dominating
mechanism for generating spectral filtering functions in the double-sided
loading configuration. The same conclusion can be applied to a single-
sided loading device. © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1578647]
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1 Introduction

Spectral filtering and its derivative operations, such as g
flattening, are important functions for fiber communicati
applications.1–5 Spectral filtering can be implemented wi
long-period fiber gratings of various forms. In a lon
period fiber grating with phase matching, the core-mo
signal in the fiber can be coupled into cladding mod
resulting in spectral depressions.6 Effective long-period fi-
ber gratings can be realized with permanent modificati
of the fiber, such as etching7 and UV-induced refractive
index changes,8 and temporary alteration of fiber propag
tion characteristics. The method of temporary alteration
the advantage of dynamically controlling the function
spectral filtering. Dynamic long-period fiber gratings can
implemented through the application of either an acou
wave to the fiber,9–12 or periodical loading onto the
fiber.13–15 In the loading technique, two possible mech
nisms may result in the aforementioned phase match
process, including geometric deformation~microbending!
and pressure effects for periodical refractive index variat
of the fiber.

We report the spectral filtering results of effective lon
period gratings implemented by double-sided loading w
two identical blocks of periodical grooves. Also, the dom
nating mechanism for effective grating effects is discuss
In our experiments, it was found that the positions a
depths of transmission spectral depressions varied with
relative phase of the two periodically grooved structur
When the two periodical structures are exactly in pha
i.e., crests are exactly matched, all spectral depressions
appear. This is true whether the plastic jacket is remove
not. This observation leads to the conclusion that geome
deformation is the dominating mechanism for phase ma
1910 Opt. Eng. 42(7) 1910–1914 (July 2003) 0091-3286/2003/$15
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ing between the core and cladding modes. The conclus
is further confirmed with the results of single-sided loadi
on fibers, which manifests that loading without a plas
jacket is less effective than the case with a jacket. T
jacket is supposed to provide the means for microbend
which results in effective mode coupling. In addition,
theoretical study on the coupling behaviors induced by
crobending shows reasonably consistent results with the
perimental data.

The work is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the expe
mental procedures and major results are presented. T
interpretations for the results are discussed in Sec. 3.
nally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 4.

2 Experimental Procedures and Results

As shown in Fig. 1, for double-sided loading, two identic
copper blocks of 33330.5 cm (L3W3T) with periodical
corrugations on the L3W plane were prepared. Squa
grooves of 400mm in depth, 50% in duty cycle, and 70
mm in period were fabricated with mechanical processes
commonly used communication fiber~Corning, SMF-28!
was placed between the two corrugated copper bloc
Loading was applied by moving one of the blocks towa
the other with a translation stage. The relative position, i
x shown in Fig. 1, corresponding to the relative phase
the two face-to-face corrugated blocks, was controlled b
translation stage moving along another direction. The fi
was aligned along the normal to the groove lines. T
transmission spectrum of the fiber under loading was
corded with an HP spectrum analyzer~HP 70004A! with a
spectral resolution of 0.08 nm.

Figure 2 shows the normalized transmission spectra
two loading levels: 0.15 and 0.2 mm stage displaceme
.00 © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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for the upper and lower curves, respectively. In this sit
tion, the relative phase of the two blocks was aboutp/2.
Note that zero phase is defined as the situation when c
of the two corrugated blocks are exactly matched. T
spectra shown in Fig. 2 were normalized to the level of z
loading~completely loose!. Three depressions around 150
1560, and 1620 nm can be clearly seen. A deeper dep
sion corresponds to stronger coupling between the core
cladding modes.

The wavelengths and depths of the spectral depres
minima were recorded when the relative phase of the
corrugated blocks was varied. Figures 3 and 4 show
variations of depression wavelength and depth with
relative phase when the loading level is about 0.22 mm
stage displacement. Here, the relative phase is also
played with the stage displacement in millimeters. In eith
Figs. 3 or 4, periodical variations with a period of 700mm
can be clearly seen, confirming the 700-mm corrugation
period. Only two coupling wavelengths are shown beca
the one near 1500 nm is unclear~see Fig. 2!. The other
abscissa in either Figs. 3 or 4 indicates the correspond
relative phase. One can clearly see that near the phas
integer numbers of 2p, all the induced spectral depressio
disappear. It is noted that the depression wavelen
reaches the largest value when the relative phase is an
number ofp. In this situation, coupling is expected to b
strongest because the depression depth increases a

Fig. 1 Experimental setup for double-sided loading on a fiber. The
distance x corresponds to the relative phase of the two grooves.

Fig. 2 A typical normalized transmission spectrum of double-side
loaded fiber grating with a corrugation period of 700 mm. The load-
ing displacements for the two curves are 0.15 and 0.2 mm. The
relative phase of the two periodical corrugations is about p/2.
oaded From: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 05/01/2014 T
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relative phase moves away from integer numbers of 2p, as
shown in Fig. 4. The tuning range in varying the relati
phase is about 10 nm. Such wavelength variations can
attributed to the change of effective fiber propagation c
stant in loading with different relative corrugation phase
As shown in Fig. 4, the spectral depression depth drops
when the relative phase approaches an integer numbe
2p. The minimum features of depression depth near o
numbers ofp relative phase may originate from the sat
ration effects of loading. Note that the nonsmooth d
point variations in Figs. 3 and 4 can be attributed to t
imperfect periodical groove structures.

Fig. 3 Variations of the wavelengths of spectral depression minima
with the relative phase of the two periodical corrugations when the
loading level is 0.22 mm. Two abscissas represent the physical dis-
placement and the relative phase of the two periodical corrugations.

Fig. 4 Variations of the depths of spectral depression minima with
the relative phase of the two periodical corrugations. The two
datasets correspond to those of Fig. 3.
1911Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 7, July 2003
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Figure 5 shows the comparison of spectra between
cases without loading~the lower curve! and with loading
~the upper curve, with 0.22 mm stage displacement load
level—a relatively high loading level! when the relative
phase is an integer number of 2p. We can see the almos
identical spectra~even without a significant difference i
background level!, which do not have any significant spe
tral depression. The ratio of the two curves results
,7% noise fluctuation within the spectral range from 1
through 1.7mm. Such results confirm the insignificant e
fect of loading when the relative phase is an integer num
of 2p.

3 Discussions

The insignificant loading effect in the case where the re
tive phase is an integer number of 2p has an important
implication. The application of loading onto fibers ma
produce two mechanisms for inducing mode coupling: g
metric deformation and a pressure-induced elasto-op
effect. The former forms microbending and the later p
duces periodical refractive index variation. From the resu
described previously, we may conclude that geometric
formation is the dominating mechanism for mode coupl
in our loading configuration. This conclusion can be und
stood in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!. In Fig. 6~a!, the loading effect
on fiber with a zero relative phase is schematically
picted. Here, one can see that the loading effect is es
tially the periodical application of pressure onto fiber. Su
a pressure may not be effectively applied to the glass p
tion of the fiber, because the plastic jacket may absorb
pressure. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 6~b!, the
loading effect on fiber with ap phase is essentially geo
metric deformation, i.e., microbending. Such a geome
deformation produces significant coupling between the c
and cladding modes, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. When
relative phase moves fromp to zero, the microbending
amplitude is reduced and the effective grating period
decreased. Therefore, the coupling strength, i.e., spe
depression depth, is reduced, as shown in Fig. 4. Also,

Fig. 5 Transmission spectra of the case with zero relative phase for
unloaded (the lower curve) and 0.22 mm displacement loading (the
upper curve) conditions. The fiber jacket is not removed.
1912 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 7, July 2003
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depression wavelength becomes shorter when the rela
phase moves fromp to zero, as shown in Fig. 3.

As mentioned, one may wonder that the insignifica
loading effect in the case of zero relative phase may or
nate from the pressure absorption of the fiber jacket.
understand the jacket effects, we removed the jacket
conducted the loading experiments. We observed alm
the same results, except that the loading level could no
too large, otherwise the fiber was broken. Particularly,
insignificant loading effect could again be observed in
case of zero relative phase. The transmission spectra o
unloaded and loaded~loading level 1.2 mm! cases look
almost identical, as shown in Fig. 7.

The observations described so far may bring dou
about the effects of single-sided loading.15 By intuition,
single-sided loading cannot create microbending of fib
and its grating effects must come from periodical press
distribution. To clarify this point, we also conducted singl
sided loading with jacketed and unjacketed fibers. Figur
shows the loading results with the solid curve for the ca
with a jacket and the dashed curve for the case withou
jacket. We did observe the grating effects with single-sid
loading, either with or without a jacket. However, the loa
ing effect with a jacket was much more significant. T
results in Fig. 8 ruled out the possible effect of periodic
pressure in loading because the existence of a jacket, w
was supposed to absorb pressure, resulted in much stro
grating effects. Such a result can only be explained by
conclusion that even in the case of single-sided loading,
dominating mechanism for mode coupling is microbendin
As depicted in Fig. 6~c!, the elasticity of the jacket can hel
the fiber to become curved when the corrugated structur

Fig. 6 Schematic drawings of fiber deformations in the cases of (a)
zero and (b) p relative phases of the two periodical corrugations in
double-sided loading and (c) in the case of single-sided loading.
Microbending is expected in the cases of (b) and (c).
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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applied. When the jacket is removed, it becomes difficul
produce microbending on rigid glass.

To further make sure that the spectral depressions in
2 were really due to the coupling of the core mode a
various cladding modes under microbending, we conduc
a theoretical study on the coupling behaviors in a fiber w
microbending. The coupling behaviors between the c
and cladding modes due to microbending are quite differ
from those in a long-period fiber grating with a periodic
effective refractive index variation in the core.6 With a per-
turbation method, it can be shown that a HEvm cladding
mode withv52 leads to a longitudinal coupling coefficien
variation of the same period as microbending. Howeve
HEvm cladding mode withv51 results in a coupling coef
ficient variation of one half the period of microbendin
Such results are due to the odd and even nature of
cladding modes withv52 and 1, respectively. The detaile
discussions of the coupling behaviors will be presented
another publication. Here, we simply demonstrate a re
simulating the experimental data. We assumed a 3-
long-period fiber grating of microbending with a period

Fig. 7 Transmission spectra of the case with zero relative phase for
unloaded (the upper curve) and 0.12 mm displacement loading (the
lower curve) conditions. The fiber jacket is removed.

Fig. 8 Transmission spectra of a single-side loaded fiber in the
cases of keeping the jacket (solid curve) and removing the jacket
(dashed curve).
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700 mm and 10% bending~the fiber axis deviates from th
unperturbed situation by 10% of the core radius!. The radii
of the fiber core and cladding were assumed to be 4.1
62.5 mm, respectively. The refractive indices of the cor
cladding, and jacket were 1.44919, 1.44408, and 1, res
tively. It was found that the coupling results with the low
order cladding modes were weakly dependent on the ref
tive index of the jacket. With little effect on the results, w
set the jacket refractive index as 1~free space!. The results
of a normalized transmission spectrum from numerical c
culations are shown in Fig. 9. Here, three major depress
can be clearly seen, with the depression minima at aro
1510, 1560, and 1620 nm. These three major depres
wavelengths are quite consistent with those of the th
depressions in Fig. 2. Also, the relative depths basica
agree between the experimental and numerical res
From this comparison, we can identify that the three d
pressions observed in the experiment originate from
coupling of the core mode (HE11) with the cladding modes
HE17, HE21, and HE22 ~see Fig. 9!, respectively. Note tha
the coupling of the HE17 mode is phase matched with th
coupling coefficient period of 350mm. Those of the HE21

and HE22 modes were phase matched with the coupl
coefficient period of 700mm.

4 Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrate the spectral filtering effects
fiber with double-sided loading of periodical corrugation
It was found that the filtering wavelength and strength w
dependent on the relative phase of the two periodical c
rugations. In particular, when the relative phase was z
~crest to crest!, spectral filtering effects disappeared com
pletely. Such results and other evidences led to the con
sion that geometric deformation, instead of direct pressu
induced effects, was the dominating mechanism
generating spectral filtering functions in the double-sid
loading configuration. Such a conclusion should also
true for the configuration of single-sided loading.
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Fig. 9 Numerical results of the transmission spectrum showing the
coupling between the core and cladding modes.
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